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AGENDA
Science 2.0 Opening the research cycle
Opening the outputs
Metrics 2.0 New sources: Bibliometrics & Non-bibliometrics
New indicators: Size dependent & size independent
Killing Impact 
Factor From Journal-level to Article-level Metrics
Profiles and profiling: Identifiers, Social Tools
Problems 
unresolved Authorship
Bad practices and gaming
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Accountability
Metrics 2.0
New Stakeholders
Citizen Science
Digital natives
Blurring the lines of 
Formal & Informal
Communication
Integrating
the whole research cycle 
and its stakeholders
Opening & Linking
the whole set of data, 
tools, results and metrics 
SCIENCE 2.0 = OPEN SCIENCE
Big Data
Linked Data
Open Data
Replicability
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RESEARCH 2.0
Web 2.0 tools
SCHOLARLY
COMMUNICATION  
2.0
Open Access
Transparency
METRICS 2.0
Multi-
source New bibliometric sources
Non-bibliometric sources
Multi-
dimension Involving all aspects of the research cycle
Involving all facets of communication and impact
Better
attribution Of authors roles and contributions
Of resources, funding and policies involved
Excellence-
guided More relative indicators and rankings
From ‘Publish or Perish’ to ‘Stick and Carrot’
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5CHANGING THE FOCUS
Journal-Level
METRICS
Infamous IF
SJR, SNIP
Article-level
METRICS
CPP, MNCS
PLoS ALM
Institutional
PROFILES
Rankings vs
Lists
Composite vs 
Individual
Author
PROFILES
GS Citations
ResearcherID
ResearchGate
6A FIRST MODEL
Haustein (2015)
adapted from Björneborn & Ingwersen (2004)
informetrics
scientometrics
bibliometrics
cybermetrics
webometrics social media 
metrics
scholarly metrics
7NEW I-METRICS
WEBOMETRICS
Number of times the URL of 
a document/author webpage 
is linked from another 
webpage
ALTMETRICS
Number of times the 
elements are mentioned 
(shared) in websites, wikis, 
blogs, social bookmarks 
and networks (incl. Twitter) 
or search engines
USAGEMETRICS
Number of times the 
document is 
read/visited/downloaded from 
its publishing place (incl. 
websites)
BIBLIOMETRICS
Number of times the 
bibliographic record 
(identifier) of a paper/book is 
cited in another similar 
formally published paper
Document-level metrics
Title
Source:Journal/Book/Patent
Publication Year
Citations
Identifier: URL/DOI/Handle
Subject/Tags
Author-level metrics
Author(s)
Institution (Affiliation)
Publication Year
Discipline/Tags
Web profiles
Web 2.0 profiles
8BIBLIOMETRICS SWOT
STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
THREATSOPPORTUNITIES
OPEN ACCESS
Big Data
Social Networks
BIBLIOMETRICS
Tested tools and 
indicators
BAD / EASY
BIBLIOMETRICS
DORA Declaration
ALTMETRICS
Trusteness, Meaning
Interpretation
NO MORE HALF BIBLIOMETRICS
Context
Increasing Activity-issues diversity
Decreasing global-raw Impact
Two paths
New sources
More size independent indicators
Ranks
Composite indicators?
From ‘publish or perish’· to ‘stick and carrot’
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PAPERS
BOOKS
THESIS
PATENTS
DISCIPLINE
BIASES
GEOPOLITICAL
BIASES
Hint: Check the ACUMEN EU-project 
proposal for a Personal Portfolio
CONTEXT FOR ACTIVITY
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CITATIONS
MENTIONS
LIKES
VISITS
IRRELEVANCY
FALSE, PLAGIED
VISUALIZATION 
GUIDED
GOOD
BAD
CONTEXT FOR IMPACT
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NEW BIBLIOMETRIC SOURCES
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ADVANCED INDICATORS
14
RELATIVE INDICATORS
http://www.scimagojr.com/countryrank.php
Isidro F. Aguillo 54 562 10.41              4 (cit>=45)
Author/Discipline-Country 1.8% 3.7% 127% 8.9%
COMPOSITE INDICATORS
Problems
Developed for whole countries or institutions (rankings of universities)
Strongly criticized, no model for individuals
Caution Avoid large number of variables, probably highly correlated
Normalize the data
Weighting: Use an a-priori model or a data envelopment analysis 
Suggestions
Combine both individual and institutional variables
Publish results as scores (with deviation ranges), not as ranks
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‘STICK AND CARROT’
ALTMETRICS
Problems
An ugly name (webtwometrics?)
Even worst: Confusing tangled set of mixed value tools
A rose is
a rose Bibliometrics to bibliometrics: Mendeley, ResearchGate, F1000, …
Tool-related naming: Twittermetrics, wikimetrics, …
Segregate
Usage is a very rich environment: Visits, visitors, downloads, …
Usagemetrics!
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SCOPUS METRICS
18
ALTMETRIC
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(AUTHOR) PROFILES
Bibliometric
Identifiers: ORCID
Google Scholar Citations
Social tools
Bibliometric-based: ResearchGate, Academia, Mendeley 
Metatools: ImpactStory, PlumX
Repositories
Institutional Repositories
Open CRIS
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ORCID
21
GOOGLE SCHOLAR CITATIONS
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EASY BIBLIOMETRICS
RESEARCHGATE
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MENDELEY METRICS
25
IMPACTSTORY
26
PLUMX
27
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AUTHORSHIP ATTRIBUTION
Advantages
Easy to calculate
Promotes (international) scientific cooperation
Problems
Grossly overestimate individual contributions
Distort institutional and country (evolution) indicators
Advantages
More precise measurement of relative contributions
Useful for low number (3-5) of authors
Problems
Hyper-authored papers (1000+ signatories)
No proper role recognition (main author)
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IMPACT OF FRACTIONAL COUNTING
P
a
p
e
r
s
* International cooperation papers weighted at 50% (www.scimagojr.com) 
REPOSITORIES
The good
Free, open: Access to full-text documents
Quality metadata
The ugly Incomplete coverage (only OA)
Inclusion criteria questionable
Profiling still in infancy
Only Article-level Metrics, few standards for comparisons
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PROFILE IN REPOSITORY
CRIS
The good
Private (a few exceptions)
Complete institutional (self-sourcing) coverage
The ugly
No standards for comparison purposes
Basic output indicators
For ‘bureaucrats’ (and librarians)
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PROPIETARY CRIS
GAMING METRICS
Wrong-doing Self-plagiarism
False or irrelevant publication (including in predatory journals)
Citation rings
Providing incorrectly calculated metrics
Uncleaned profiles from incorrect author attributions
Consequences Publishing in non-prestigious or limited distribution periodicals decrease 
your ratios
Multiple (unjustified) authorships are penalized with fractional counting
Weakest-link: Only one suspicious item may be enough for being 
excluded from the profiles’ ranking
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UNINTENDED?
BUT .. BACK TO THE BASICS
Institutional ..
Email address
Personal (or group) Web Page
enriched with info/data from and links to social tools
Open Access Repository
Metrics
Executive Summary: Focus on the best contributions
Embedding indicators from third parties (APIs)
But don’t forget the narrative in your own words
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12000 WEBPAGES!
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Thank you!
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